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WHAT IS SOCIAL ANNOTATION?



WHAT IS SOCIAL ANNOTATION?

• Social annotation is reading and thinking together

• It brings the process of marking up texts to the digital 
learning space while making it a collaborative exercise

• Imagine a group of students opening a PDF or webpage, 
then highlighting, commenting on, and sharing ideas 
about the content they see, all within the margins of the 
text

Adapted from: https://teaching.cornell.edu/learning-technologies/collaboration-tools/social-annotation



Course Reading

WHAT IS SOCIAL ANNOTATION?

I’ve read this 5 times, but it 
still doesn't make sense. Is 
anyone else struggling with 
this paragraph?

This part really hit home for 
me. I wrote about this in 
my first paper. There are 
some great resources…

I think this is related to what 
the prof was talking about in 

class today, right?

Totally! They posted some 
more information about 
this in Content under Week 
4.
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WHY USE SOCIAL ANNOTATION?

• When students read and think together, a text becomes a 
richer learning object

• Students learn how others make sense of a reading or 
how they deconstruct the text

• Annotation helps a class understand the mechanisms 
behind building an argument or offers them the space to 
flag portions of the text that are unclear

• Annotating online can embed a class discussion within 
the text itself

Adapted from: https://teaching.cornell.edu/learning-technologies/collaboration-tools/social-annotation



A student starts the reading assignment.
The student gets confused too often and becomes 

frustrated.
Without any immediate answers, the student stops 

reading and does something else.
The student shows up to class without the reading 

complete and cannot fully participate.
The instructor now must take time to review the reading 

to have the class participate in the planned activity.

TRADITIONAL READING VS. SOCIAL ANNOTATION

Traditional Reading Assignments



A student starts the reading assignment.
The student gets confused too often and becomes 

frustrated.
Without any immediate answers, the student stops 

reading and does something else.
The student shows up to class without the reading 

complete and cannot fully participate.
The instructor now must take time to review the reading 

to have the class participate in the planned activity.
The student begins the reading.

The student gets confused by the reading too often and 
becomes frustrated.

The student checks for annotations from their 
peers/instructor or makes one asking for clarification.

The student gets the clarification they need and 
completes the reading before class.

The class can get to work on the planned activity related 
to the reading with little to no review from the instructor.

TRADITIONAL READING VS. SOCIAL ANNOTATION

Reading Assignments with Social Annotation



WHY USE SOCIAL ANNOTATION?

Social annotation can assist students with:

• Processing domain-specific knowledge

• Supporting argumentation and inquiry

• Improving literacy skills

• Connecting online learning spaces

Adapted from: https://teaching.cornell.edu/learning-technologies/collaboration-tools/social-annotation



WHY USE SOCIAL ANNOTATION?

Research and Evidence

• If you are looking to dive more deeply into social 
annotation research, Hypothes.is has a thorough 
bibliography curated by educators, researchers, and 
technologists from organizations that engage deeply with 
collaborative annotation:

https://web.hypothes.is/education/annotated/bibliography/

https://web.hypothes.is/education/annotated/bibliography/
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WHAT IS HYPOTHES.IS?

• A social annotation tool

• Creates a conversation layer over a document or webpage

• Enables sentence-level note taking or critique on top of 
classroom reading, news, blogs, scientific articles, etc.

• Students annotate course readings collaboratively by 
seeing each other’s annotations and replying to each 
other’s annotations 

• Hypothes.is is completely free to use through their 
website or via a browser extension

• There is also an integration with CourseLink’s Content 
tool
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WHY USE HYPOTHES.IS?

• Engagement
– Makes course readings a social event rather than an isolated 

activity
– Provides a way to instantly seek clarification/support from peers
– Creates a sense of community, especially for hybrid/remote/online 

delivery

• Promotes active learning by students
– Actively participating in their learning
– Interacting with the course content and each other
– Doing the reading and thinking about that reading (comprehension, 

critical thinking)

• Accountability
– Provides a way for instructors to know which students are engaging 

with the reading that goes beyond “did they click the link?”



WHY USE HYPOTHES.IS?

• Transparency

– As the instructor you can pin-point the ideas or concepts from a 
reading that students are struggling with most and address it

• Works in any delivery model

– Traditional face-to-face, blended, hybrid, remote, or fully online

• CourseLink Integration

– Simplicity of having the tool integrated for access and 
assessment

• It’s free! 

– There are other social annotation tools available, like Perusall,  
but Hypothes.is has no associated costs



WHY USE HYPOTHES.IS?

• Ideal for assignments/activities in flipped/hybrid rooms
– For those teaching in a flipped classroom or hybrid lecture room in 

F21, Hypothes.is offers a great way to synchronously or 
asynchronously connect those remote students with those 
attending in person

• Simple to integrate into your existing reading assignments
– If you’re already assigning a reading and posting it to CourseLink, 

there is very little effort required to make it an annotated reading

• Make seminar activities based on the readings less painful
– Helps avoid the scenario where you have an activity planned based 

on knowledge from an assigned reading that few students have 
done

• There’s a very active Hypothes.is community
– As a result, there are many resources and ideas available on how to 

use the tool effectively for a variety of assignments
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ACTIVITIES AND ASSIGNMENTS IDEAS FOR

HYPOTHES.IS

Can Hypothes.is be used for asynchronous active learning?
• Yes! Asynchronous activities and assignments using 

Hypothes.is can save class time and create a knowledge 
base for other activities that happen synchronously

Aside from simply enhancing course reading assignments, 
Hypothesis can be used for active learning activities such as:

• Muddiest Point
• Fact or Opinion Assignments
• Case Studies
• Flipped Classroom
• Problem-based Learning



ACTIVITIES AND ASSIGNMENTS IDEAS FOR

HYPOTHES.IS

Can Hypothes.is be used for synchronous active learning?

• While most social annotation activities are asynchronous
by nature, there is some opportunity for synchronous 
active learning as well

• Consider synchronous activity ideas for social annotation 
in situations where you are teaching simultaneously to 
students who are remote and in class



ACTIVITIES AND ASSIGNMENTS IDEAS FOR

HYPOTHES.IS

Example Activity – Muddiest Point (Rubric)

• Have the students work together to annotate a rubric you 
are planning to use for a course assignment

• After some time, look for common annotations and open 
a discussion in class on how to make improvements

• Use the “student-improved” rubric when assessing the 
assignment

• With the rubric being a quick read, this is a great activity 
to do synchronously in class or in a hybrid delivery class

• Consider doing something similar with your Course 
Outline at the start of the semester to encourage students 
to read it!



ACTIVITIES AND ASSIGNMENTS IDEAS FOR

HYPOTHES.IS

Example Activity – Fact or Opinion Assignment

• Locate several readings related to course content that 
contain many facts and opinions

• Post the readings to CourseLink using the Hypothes.is 
integration

• Ask students to identify 2 facts and 2 opinions from the 
reading through annotations

• Encourage participation by making it a low stakes grade 
or bonus grade



ACTIVITIES AND ASSIGNMENTS IDEAS FOR

HYPOTHES.IS

Example Activity – Group Case Study

• Create Groups in CourseLink for students

• Post a case for each group in CourseLink’s Content tool 
using the hypothesis integration

• Restrict each content topic to a different CourseLink 
Group

• Instruct group members to mark up the case document 
looking for X, Y, Z together using Hypothes.is

• Allows you to oversee what the groups are doing and 
provide feedback

• Note: If assessed, this set up will require a grade category 
and drop lowest option set up on CourseLink
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HYPOTHES.IS INTEGRATION WITH COURSELINK

How does Hypothes.is integrate with CourseLink?
• Available for all CourseLink course sites
• Added as an External Learning Tool via Content using a 

simple LTI link: https://lms.hypothes.is/lti_launches
• Students/instructors/TAs do not need to create a separate 

Hypothes.is account
• The instructor uploads a document (requires Google Drive) 

or link to a webpage (must be public – not behind a log in)
• Students access the document/webpage via Content and 

start reading/annotating/replying
• Instructors or TAs can also annotate and reply
• Student annotations can be assessed/scored
• Assessments are automatically linked to a CourseLink grade 

item

https://lms.hypothes.is/lti_launches


HYPOTHES.IS INTEGRATION WITH COURSELINK

Considerations and Limitations

• Documents (PDFs) must be added through Google Drive

– There is no option to point to a resource on your site or 
upload directly from your computer or OneDrive

• Webpages must be public (not behind a log in)

– Unfortunately, this means you cannot link to a library 
resource directly

– Some webpages you think should work, won’t due to their 
design (be sure to test)

• Grades through the integration are always out of 10

• Grade items are automatically created, but will need to be 
renamed and given a weight

• Annotations cannot be assessed with the Rubrics tool
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HYPOTHES.IS SUPPORT AND INFORMATION

Information and Resources
• Learn more about the tool: https://web.hypothes.is/

• Support, tutorials, FAQ, etc.: https://web.hypothes.is/help/

• How to set up the integration on your course site:
https://web.hypothes.is/help/using-the-hypothesis-lms-app-for-d2l/

• Hypothes.is Educator Resource Guide:
https://web.hypothes.is/teacher-resource-guide/

• 10 Ways to Annotate with Students:
https://web.hypothes.is/blog/back-to-school-with-annotation-10-
ways-to-annotate-with-students/

• Examples of Classroom Use:
https://web.hypothes.is/education/examples-of-classroom-use/

https://web.hypothes.is/
https://web.hypothes.is/help/
https://web.hypothes.is/help/using-the-hypothesis-lms-app-for-d2l/
https://web.hypothes.is/teacher-resource-guide/
https://web.hypothes.is/blog/back-to-school-with-annotation-10-ways-to-annotate-with-students/
https://web.hypothes.is/education/examples-of-classroom-use/


HYPOTHES.IS SUPPORT AND INFORMATION

Getting Support

• If you’re having issue setting up the external learning tool, 
CourseLink Support can assist with that process

– Email: courselink@uoguelph.ca

– Phone ext.56939

• For assistance with incorporating Hypothes.is into your 
assignments or activities, please contact OpenEd’s
Instructional Technology Specialist (ITS) team

– Email: insttech@uoguelph.ca

– Consultation Request: https://bit.ly/UG-ITS-Consult

– Virtual Drop-ins: Today (July 5th) and July 21st , 2 - 4pm

• https://bit.ly/engagement-dropins

mailto:courselink@uoguelph.ca
mailto:insttech@uoguelph.ca
https://bit.ly/UG-ITS-Consult
https://bit.ly/engagement-dropins
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DEMO TIME!

• We’ll set up a new content item with the Hypothes.is 
integration

• You can all try out creating annotations on the site

• We’ll grade some annotations

Everyone should have access to the demo course site: 
https://courselink.uoguelph.ca/d2l/home/702116

– If you do not have access, please message Carolyn via 
the Zoom chat with your @uoguelph.ca email and she 
will add you

https://courselink.uoguelph.ca/d2l/home/702116


OPEN Q & A


